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Questions for Edward Timpson MP with regards to Post 16 and Post 19 
provision 
 
1.  How do the DfE and other governmental departments collaborate, to ensure that young 

adults with learning disabilities are better enabled to apply what has been learned 
during their time in school throughout their later life? 

 
2. How do we fund work experience for post 16- 19 students – support staff, travel, special 

clothing, In a class of 17 students a lack of funds severely restricts the learning 
opportunities as I have to release LSA’s to support this limiting classroom support 

 
3. Regarding EHCPs - at which point will the student's EHCP review look at future 

educational provision (especially post 19) and whether the EHCP will continue or cease? 
What will be the criteria for students being able to access further educational 
placements and, whether these are decided nationally or locally, how will this criteria be 
clearly communicated to parents and schools? 

 
4. Please would you ask if extending the age range of special schools could be 

reconsidered? There could be a clear designation process that would require a 
description of the outcomes and delivery style of any extended provision so that the 
"more school" concern is addressed. Special schools are usually highly skilled and have a 
deep knowledge and understanding of our students. We could realise greater social 
benefits from a special school education by being permitted to design and run creative 
and person centred post-19 provision. We don't want to see "more school" either. We 
want to see our students having scaffolded, high quality provision into lives that reflect 
individual hopes, dreams and ambitions, as well as having needs met. 

 
5. Could he please clarify the eligibility criteria for SEN criteria for SEN pupils to continue 

an EHCP post 19? 
 
6. Next week we are hoping to have final confirmation of the establishment of a SLD 

Employability College (just to remind you- we are expecting Elements 1&2 to come from 
the EFA). My question is the same as we discussed, if a student with a EHCP has a legal 
educational entitlement up to a learners 25th birthday, the funding for this provision 
comes from the EFA as all other educational funding and the legal basis is the Children 
and Families Act why do dated School regulations apply to prevent a 19-25 offer from 
being part of a Special School MAT. Would he welcome a judicial review to challenge 
this and see whether this is a legal interpretation and therefore open to another view. 

 
7. Why doesn't the National Careers service extend its range of information to learners 

working below the level of GCSEs? 
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8. Are there any plans to simplify and rationalise post 16 funding for those with learning 

difficulties and disabilities?  
 

Is there any strategic view at DfE of how the increasingly complex needs of post 19 
students can be effectively met? Some of these students have complex health needs 
which involve multi pieces of specialist postural equipment, staff trained in making 
clinical decisions and yet who will still benefit from a continuing education? 

 
9. Does Mr Timpson support LA’s, for example the one in which his constituency is located, 

implementing criteria which denies those who cannot access mainstream college 
provision the opportunities to access further education beyond the age of 19.  

 
I have a number of leavers this year, with differing needs and abilities, who have applied 
for ISP college and all so far have been refused funding. An example: one young man has 
applied for a local ISP, the college nearest his home, but he has been told he has to 
apply for a mainstream college and needs to attend an interview. However this young 
man has some challenging behaviour, and from our knowledge of this mainstream 
college is likely to be excluded. This information was provided to the panel. If he accepts 
the mainstream place he will not be granted an ISP place, if he doesn’t he will still not be 
granted an ISP place. So he is in a no win situation and is being denied the education we 
believe will help him succeed. He has had a community work placement, done travel 
training on the local bus into town etc. but he needs support to do this. He has great 
potential but is likely to be denied the right college to help him achieve this.  

 
What is Mr Timpson’s advice to us as a school in order that we can secure the right 
further education opportunities for our young people?  I do not consider “lifelong 
learning packages” offered by social care providers will be able to offer the right 
education. 

 
10. Question related to Funding: 

DfE regulations allow for a student with an EHCP to complete studies into Y14 but EFA 
do not pay academies any monies and the full £10k plus top up is currently being 
funded by a LA Schools Forum. 

 
Can you please clarify the procedure and give any indication when the delay and 
unnecessary negotiation for funding may be removed? 

 
11. I wonder if you can shed some light on what is in the pipeline for special needs post 16 

provision, especially in the Doncaster area.   
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As it stands today, there are 2 provisions in place, the first one being at the Hub, the 
second one is the Communications College.  Both these provisions have woeful 
outcomes, but when pressed the local authority have no answers nor will they commit 
themselves to any dialogue with the parents of young people with special needs.  Our 
school governors and parents have pointed out a desperate need for more choice for 
our young people for several years, even before I joined the governing body 4 years ago.   

 
I would appreciate any answers you can give so I can pass them onto our parents and 
governors. 
 

12. Lewis Charlton Group offers specialist, independent provision for 11-18 students with 
social, emotional and behavioural difficulties, some of whom have an ASD diagnosis. The 
group currently has two separately registered schools: Lewis Charlton School and the 
Linnet. We are now in the process of separating the post-16 provision off from Lewis 
Charlton, establishing a college with our existing students (and possibly new entrants), 
and need to register the college as a third Lewis Charlton separate entity. The DfE has, 
to date, not been able to advise; there is a process to apply to join the list of approved 
specialist schools (via EFA), but it is unclear how to register and thus be allocated a 
separate registration number.  

 
We look forward to hearing from you.  

 
13. We have a question about what constitutes good and outstanding progress within Post 

16 provisions. When the learners are working towards the long term outcomes in their 
EHCPs, doing alternative English and Maths because they have been dis-applied from 
further work towards a C grade GCSE due to their levels and are developing their 
employability skills towards potential supported internship, how is there consistency in 
the judgments made about progress? 

 
We have been redesigned 11-19, from September 2015, had Ofsted in January and were 
judged on outcomes based on 4 months of the provision's existence in line with the rest 
of the school, using national expectations as the starting point! I worry about what 
inspectors are being asked to judge our provisions against as a result of our experience. 

 
14. I would like students from my school (a secondary special academy) to have a choice of 

where they go for post-19 provision just as anyone else can apply to any college or 
university.  We teach self-advocacy throughout the school but it seems pointless as 
when it comes to major life decisions choice is removed.  It seems that students with 
SEN and their parents are limited by the budgets of the local authority and have very 
limited say in their placement, particularly if you are in a small authority such as Halton 
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where post 19 provision is very limited and there is no residential college.  Is there a 
way forward with this? 

 
15. We are a SLD PMLD school 3-19 years of age  
 

Why do I have to cap in hand to my local college to beg them to open a Post 19 to 25 
provision and they then have to go cap in hand to the local commissioner to ask for her 
to commissions places  

 
Why cannot I just open one / extend my school and get the funding from the 
Government?  

 
My local college offers 2.5 days per week and short terms    

 
Parents are expected to give up their jobs to cover the other days or use families and 
friends  

 
My students need 5 days per week where they can make  progress toward a meaningful 
life and not just take from society  

 
I have parents are now refusing SALT and travel training  so that there young pupils are 
not too independent  

 
This way they think they will be able to get 5 full days social care  
 
Rather than going onto a part time  college placement    
 
The whole system costs even more and social care pick up a package  which keeps on 
increasing in cost year on year as the young adults de-skill 
 
The social care placements are totally rubbish as they are about de skilling the young 
person so they become more dependent upon the provider and therefore will remain in 
place and create more profit for the provider  
 
The providers are never challenged to show how the young person is making progress 
toward goals or aspirations if they were schools they would be closed over night 
 
Social services have placed them and then tend forget about them, out of sight out of 
mind  
 
This is true of both private provides and charities, it is all about occupancy rates  and 
making the most money whilst doing the least work  
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Charities are just big business by another name and most have lost sight of why they 
came into the arena  
 
Sorry about my typing and ramblings but the reality currently is not working  

 
16. In Plymouth we have been struggling with two areas: 

The ability of smaller providers to draw down EFA funding in order to meet the needs of 
very small numbers of complex students 
Why do the sector colleges still run a three day course for the complex SEND students 
when they now receive the same funding as schools who manage to run a five day 
course? 

 
17. I am Director of Education for the Percy Hedley Foundation a non-maintained provider 

in the North East. 
 

I am very concerned regarding a new procurement system established between the 
North East, 12 Local Authorities(NE12) on a number of levels but primarily the 
difference in funding between the established ‘LOTS’ in terms of diagnosis and level of 
complexity of children and young people pre and post 16. 
 
Lot 5, PMLD and Lot 3, complex ASD, between pre and post 16 is a drop in funding of 7k 
per child. 
 
This I believe is part of wider funding cuts to post 16 as we understand generally there is 
an expectation post 16 pupils are more independent of staff involvement. However 
within our services post 16 actually can require more support to access the community 
safely for that next step in generalising learning. 
 
We have raised this with the lead authority, Newcastle, and await reply but as the 
procurement system is now ‘live’ there is little or no flexibility apparently. 

 
I am concerned regarding the Children and Families Bill and subsequent Code of Practice 
implementation as it appears a ‘blanket’ policy regarding reducing core funding is being 
applied. I am unsure how we can suggest a child’s needs pre post 16 and post 16 would 
significantly change for children in our service as all have severe and complex needs. 
 
I understand the LA have spoken to Andre Imich about this and I raised it with Nicky 
Morgan at the last DfE Secondary Heads Reference Group meeting. I intend to contact 
her department once we hear if there is any flexibility within the framework to enable 
us to meet the needs of the children and parental expectations. 
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Are you aware of this procurement process and if so have you any concerns or advice 
which would help us secure best outcomes for our wonderful children and young people 
who are the most vulnerable in society? 
 
I have written to you regarding my concerns about health involvement in the EHC plan 
implementation and will try again as this is another area of deep concern. Health are 
carrying out assessments and funding needs. This is a conflict of interest in my view and 
a group of local schools are concerned at how many health procedures education staff 
are expected to carry out. 
 
Again advice and support would be very helpful in supporting partnership working 
between health, social care and education. 

 
18. I would like to ask about the impact of the Mental Health Act 2005 on young people 

who are at an early cognitive development stage and yet who according to the act can 
make decisions about their individual liberty. In the same way a toddler might resist 
being directed by a parent, so too do some of our young people over 19. This act will 
bring us directly into conflict with colleagues from social care, and I believe it prevents 
local authorities from finding safe, and engaging provision for students over 18. I 
wonder if the Minister has any comment or observation about this. I feel strongly that 
we are not supported in protecting extremely vulnerable young people. 

 
19. I do not know whether there has been the meeting with Edward Timpson? However he 

might like to be aware that the LAS in which he is an MP is using criteria developed in 
2012 to make decisions about a young person being able to attend an ISP. The criteria I 
have been sent yesterday still refers to the young people having LDAS’s. I have 6 pupils 
applying for a local ISP college this academic year and all 6 have been refused. They are 
all different, with very different needs, levels of ability etc and yet none has been 
successful.  

 
I hope that he can bring some influence to bear in his local area as well as a wider 
influence in order to support our young people who are being denied the education of 
their choice.  

 
20. I would be grateful if this could be flagged up with Edward Timpson. 

I have just received information from Sunderland LA informing Percy Hedley that it will 
no longer fund the full cost of transport. 
Parents will need to fund over £600 to support transport. 
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There is a major concern regarding meeting assessed need and pupils having to attend 
schools in relation to ‘resource led’. This is surely not within the vision of the Children 
and Families Bill. 
 
This will have an impact on schools trying to sustain their business, which is secondary 
to needs met provision for the most vulnerable children and young people in society. 

 
Sunderland today how many other LA by tomorrow? 
Costs will increase and LA are hitting parents who are more than likely on benefits as 
the care of their children leaves them unable to work. 

 
21. As set out in Paragraph 110 of the High needs funding arrangements 

((https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/347
665/Additional_Information_16-
25_Highneedsfundingarrangements_Augustupdate.pdf), the current schools’ system 
cannot offer places to young people over the age of 19 as a statement or EHCP is 
required (which only applies until they are 18).Yet, changes to legislation means that 
EHCPs now stand until young people are 25.  

 
Therefore, in response to this change: 
1. When will the DfE allow special schools and special academies to extend their 

provision to accommodate this? 
2. Can the Minister assure us that for this to happen, due regard will be given to 

ensure the process will be easily managed by schools, with the minimum of 
bureaucracy? 

 
22. Special needs children are nurtured to find that special thing that makes them sparkle 

and shine, yet when they leave us there is no assistance to help them go on to the next 
step taking into account they may not have achieved the academic results. This then 
stops them continuing to level 2 of this course, because they are competing with main 
stream pupils.  

 
My example - young girl who took BTEC & IMIAL LEVEL 1 Motor Vehicle, both of these 
courses would normally take 2 years, she completed both in a year. The IV assessor for 
IMIAL stated her work was outstanding, yet she was unable to go on to IMIAL level 2 
because of her academic exam results. I know of a training company who if they could 
get the funding would be more than happy to assist those type of students to gain the 
level 2 , if they could get the funding , which I understand is approx. £700 per pupil. How 
can we continue to see those pupils who have worked so hard, just fizzle out because of 
the lack of special assistance?  

 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
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